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Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a disease that is characterized by an increased blood pressure 

in the pulmonary vascular system. Clinical classification of the disease can distinguish between 

di erent forms of PH and causes relating to disease development. Pulmonary arterial 

hypertension (group 1) is defined by an increase in mean pulmonary artery pressure  2  

mmHg combined with a pulmonary wedge pressure  1  mmHg. hile this form is associated 

with heritable factors congenital heart disease and several to ins (amongst others), a small 

(percentage) group of PAH cases remains idiopathic of nature.  Common in the disease is 

that the dense vascular network in the lungs is a ected due to multiple factors eventually 

leading to loss of pulmonary vascular radius and possible rarefaction of pulmonary vessels. 

Following this decrease in functional lung vascular volume, pulmonary vascular resistance 

(PVR) causing an increased pressure in the right ventricle (RV). The increased load, needed to 

maintain a su cient cardiac output, ultimately culminates in RV adaptation, failure and death 

of the patient (Figure 1).  

Figure 1. The left side represent a healthy situation with a dense lung vascular network, unobstructed vessels and 

a normal pulmonary vascular resistance (dyn.s/cm). n pulmonary arterial hypertension narrowing and occlusion of 

vessels combined with vascular rarefaction culminates in increases pulmonary vascular resistance (dyn.s/cm)  and 

right heart failure. 

PULMONARY ARTERIAL HYPERTENSIONNORMAL
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1

General introduction

Vascular remodeling Pulmonary arterial hypertension
Lung vascular remodeling is an important factor in PAH disease development. From previous 

research we have learned that this can be initiated by e ternal factors such as to ins, or 

endogenous factors which include aberrant cellular signaling or a (normal) cellular response 

to a primary initiator such as a congenital cardiac defect. A major contributor in vascular 

remodeling is the endothelial cell, which forms the inner lining of the blood vessels and 

therefore serves as a barrier and an integrator of e ternal stimuli. n response to these stimuli 

C cellular signaling can cause cells to adapt to these factors, thereby adapting to opposed 

challenges. One of the earlier e amples of this adaptation are described in the papers by 

Paul ood, an early pioneer in the field, describing vascular remodeling in patients with 

isenmenger s syndrome. Patients with this syndrome, su er from an left-to right cardiac 

shunt causes by a congenital heart defect. Due to this, the lung vascular system is e posed 

an abnormal pulmonary blood flow (PBF). f remained untreated, these patients will develop 

pulmonary hypertension due to vascular remodeling caused by the abnormal PBF and 

ultimately reversal of the shunt will occur. 

hile an abnormal PBF alone is able to elicit a adaptational response from the endothelium, 

this factor alone is not able to account for the lung vascular remodeling which is observed in 

PAH. hile remodeling due to flow is seen as an adaptational process, in PAH, the adaptive 

response of the endothelium has been described as wound healing gone awry or cancer-like . 

Figure 2. Normal vessel on the left. A single layer of endothelial cells ( Cs or intima) forms as a barrier. Cs are 

surrounded by vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs or media) followed by a layer of connective tissue (adventitia). 

An abnormal pulmonary blood flow (pbf) can elicit an adaptive response form the endothelium and SMC cell layer. 

hile vessel diameter may decrease, the overall structure of the vessel remains preserved. n pulmonary arterial 

hypertension endothelial cells start to proliferate uncontrollably. This type of remodeling culminates in occlusion of 

the vessel. 
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Vascular pathology in PAH is characterized by vessel obliteration and formation of ple iform 

lesions. To form a paradigm on which to base e planations for this aberrant remodeling, the 

two-hit-hypothesis, originally postulated by Alfred nudson, was applied in the conte t of 

PAH vascular remodeling. As in cancer, it was proposed that multiple (not necessarily genetic) 

hits must occur for PAH to develop. 

T e need or ul le its in P
hile an abnormal PBF can serve as a hit, genetic alterations can serve as a predisposition 

to disease development and are therefore also consider a hit . BMPR2, a member of the 

transforming growth factor  receptor family has a significant role in PAH as mutations in 

the BMPR2 gene constitute appro imately 80  of familial PAH cases. Although carriers of 

the mutation have a worse survival (in years from diagnosis), precise contribution of BMPR2 

to disease development and progression remains unclear. A current hypothesis states that 

abnormal signaling by BMPR2 might lead to an imbalance in the TGF- /BMP signaling, 

favoring TGF-  signaling. Moreover, as BMPR2 is e pressed in both the lung vascular and 

heart tissue, impaired signaling has the potential to a ect multiple organs in this disease.

TGF-βTGF-βTGF-β

BMP BMP

BMP

TGF-β TGF-β

TGF-β

 IMPAIRED BMPR2 SIGNALING IN PULMONARY ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION

Figure 3. Imbalance in BMPR2 signaling leads to favoring of TGF-B directed signaling. In context of PAH this could 
potentially be detrimental for both the lungs and heart. Understanding the implication of defective signaling as well 
as development of viable treatment targets for this pathway are of great interest. 
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General introduction

Outline of this thesis
Part I of this thesis will discuss the role of abnormal pulmonary blood flow in PAH.  Chapter 

2 will elaborate on the role of flow in PAH while trying to reconcile these with the cancer 

paradigm of PAH. A commonly performed surgical intervention which directly decreases lung 

vascular volume is the pulmonary lobectomy or the pneumonectomy. As this potentially 

could increase flow over the remaining lung vasculature we studied the lung vasculature from 

patients whom underwent major lung resection to determine the e ects of an increased 

pulmonary blood flow on vascular remodeling (Chapter 3). These results are complemented 

by novel animal data describing lung vascular changes after left-pneumonectomy. 

To improve our understanding of the disease and to test interventions we rely on the 

utilization of several animal models of PAH. The SU 16 (Sugen)  Hypo ia (SuH ) model 

is a well characterized animal model for PH displaying pulmonary vascular lesions that are 

similar to characteristic lesions observed in PAH.  To assess whether hypo ia as a stimulus 

is a prerequisite for the development of these lesions, a novel animal model of PAH was 

characterized. ndothelial stress, induced by SU 16, is subjected to abnormal pulmonary 

blood flow due to left sided pneumonectomy. The aim of this study was to find additional 

evidence to support the two-hit hypothesis while o ering an alternative to current PH 

animal models (Chapter ). As an altered blood flow can be sensed by endothelial cells, 

understanding how Cs relay and react to these forces is of critical importance. To this end 

the e ect of various flow profiles was investigated in an in-vitro setting using patient derived 

pulmonary endothelial cells. Findings from these e periments were applied as a possible 

intervention in an e perimental animal model of PAH (Chapter ).

Part II of this thesis will start to further elaborate on the role of BMPR2 and TGF-  in PAH, 

discussing current knowledge and possible therapeutic interventions (Chapter 6). n contrast 

to e tensive work that has been performed describing the role of BMPR2 on the lung 

vasculature, e ects of the BMPR2 mutations on the heart only recently started to gain some 

interest. Therefore, we investigated RV function in PAH patients with and without the BMPR2 

mutation and combined in vivo measurements with molecular and histological analysis of 

human RV and left ventricular tissue. (Chapter ). 

t is known PH rat animal models di er in activated molecular pathways and in their eventual 

established phenotypes of disease. This makes it likely that TGF- /BMP signaling will di er 

between PAH animal models.  Therefore, to ensure translational capability of these studies, 
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we investigated lung and heart TGF- /BMP a is of several established rat models of PAH or 

isolated right heart failure. Results were then compared to findings from human PAH patient 

heart- and lung tissue samples to be able to suggest optimal use of animal models. (Chapter 

8). 


